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Abstract: Retrieving resources in an appropriate manner has a promising role in increasing the performance of educational support systems. A variety of works have been done to organize materials for educational purposes using tagging techniques. Despite the effectiveness of these techniques within certain domains, organizing resources in a way being adequately reusable for support purposes is still in the offing. In this paper a semantic approach is proposed to increase performance of retrieving educational materials based on using frames. Here, frames are used to represent the very knowledge necessary for realizing the similarity/relevance between query and supportive materials. Owing to the complexity in semantic handling of the entire text, the suggested frame-based approach is applied only to the titles or subtitles, or in general the main headings, in the material. To make these frames comprehensive, we have made use of two attributes called "Major Characteristics" and "Basic Constituents", which are responsible respectively for "the goal behind a conceptual entity (Why/for What a conceptual entity is being used)" and "the basic elements supporting a conceptual entity (How/ in What way a conceptual entity is realized)". Conceptual entities here stand for the entire ideas belonging to headings (titles or subtitles) in a material. These attributes seem to have enough potential for representing the knowledge of titles and sub-titles in a way reflecting the content of the paragraphs in a reasonable way. To evaluate the capability of the proposed approach, retrieving materials within the domain of Multi-Agent Systems (a subject of high concern in Artificial Intelligence) was picked out as the benchmark problem. According to this benchmark, materials are retrieved based on the user's desire. Taking this point into account, we made a dataset for the subject of Multi-Agent Systems as an educational resource in academia, within which a number of users' desires from different groups were considered as possible queries, and the corresponding materials were then retrieved using the proposed approach. Computer experiments show acceptable precision and recall values for these queries with a quite good balance between them which is represented in terms of F-measure. The findings lead us to the fact that "Major Characteristics" and "Basic Constituents" have the ability to increase the status of re-usability for the stored materials. Moreover, the fact that materials can be reused efficiently, leads us to the point that our proposed representation scheme can be useful for educational support issues in the situations where user's desire is complex enough to the extent that several materials ought to be merged together to yield the requested material.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, increasing digital resources, including educational materials, have made a great challenge for innovating techniques to solve the problem of finding the truly-necessary information. It is interesting to notice that, when it comes to educational support systems, facilitating the way that learners get their appropriate resources becomes remarkably important.

Within the above scope, many annotating, tagging and indexing techniques have been created for this purpose. These techniques generally make use of WordNet and meta-data as appropriate knowledge representation schemes to describe the resources (Zhao et al, 2008) (Kohler et al 2006) (Dobsa, 2007) (Roy et al, 2008). Also, Latent semantic indexing (LSI) and concept indexing (CI) are among those techniques which are capable of organizing educational assets and offer effective search and categorization services (Dobsa, 2007)(Gómez et al, 2004). While these methods improve the detection of relevant documents on the basis of the terms found in queries, there also exist
some query reformulation techniques whose effort is to make mapping between tagging and querying vocabularies (Bischoff et al., 2010) in an acceptable manner.

In sum, statistical & semantical techniques are the two major categories that however belong to indexing, annotating and tagging (Moreda et al., 2007) (Zhang et al., 2011). It should be noted that, despite the advantages & effectiveness of these techniques within certain domains, they suffer from their own limits and deficiencies particularly when it comes to organizing resources with regard to inadequacy of reusability for support purposes.

To overcome these deficiencies, in this paper, we introduce a frame-based semantic technique to enhance the retrieval mechanism for educational resources. The proposed technique is, not only capable of resolving the existing ambiguity in tags, but can also embed the focal knowledge for exploring the similarity relevance between query and supportive materials. The frames used in the suggested technique are benefited by two attributes called "Major Characteristics" and "Basic Constituents" which stand respectively for "the goal behind a concept" and "the elements that support a concept to be realized" (Mahmoudi et al., 2004) (Badie et al., 2008). These attributes seem to be comprehensive enough to reveal the knowledge behind headings of a material as well as the status of learner's query. With regard to this, improving the semantic ability of retrieving educational resources through Major Characteristics (MJ) and Basic Constituent (BC) becomes the prime concern of our paper.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews some of the previous works that have been done in the areas of indexing, annotating and organizing educational resources. Section 3 describes our proposed approach, while, in Section 4, experimental results are analyzed. Section 5 includes conclusion and future works.

2. Related works

Mankind is facing too many information resources such as: tutorials, books, learning materials, reports, case studies and practices, etc. which are to be used for educational purposes. Either organizing and retrieving appropriate educational resources or classifying them are thus major issues in learning environments. Within this context, there exist various systems based on semantic retrieval that are capable of organizing educational assets. Content management (Shao et al., 2003), information retrieval (Liu et al., 2008), question-answering (Moreda et al., 2011), classification (Thorleuchter et al., 2013), recommender (Zheng et al., 2011), educational support and intelligent tutoring (Günel et al., 2010) systems, can also be enumerated as means for this purpose. These systems are equipped with various types of semantic approaches such as annotating, tagging and indexing, that may facilitate resource organization process.

One approach to such issue is to make use of ontology-type structures such as WordNet and meta-data which is in fact a way to describe the resources in a neat and efficient way (Lohmann et al., 2008), while tag and time are mostly useful in predicking user's preference and recommending related resources. It is to be noticed that a tag performs as a bridge between a user and a resource through which user's preference for the desired resource is expressed, and the more frequently a tag is used, it means that the more the user is interested in the related resource (Zheng et al., 2011). Generating tags in a collaborative way that is called folksonomy (Bateman et al., 2007) from the one side and using tags and tags clouds to discern credible content in online message forums (Grady et al., 2012) from the other side, can also have a significant role in annotating and categorizing resources, especially for adaptable online learning purposes. Apart from simple annotation methods, there also exist some co-constructed semantic space for information fusion which exploits effective annotation (Lee et al., 2012). Besides, some light-weight techniques and tools such as Cerno have been proposed.
for legacy code analysis and mark-up towards semi-automatic semantic annotation of textual documents according to a domain-specific semantic model (Kiyavitskaya et al, 2009).

Indexing has also a significant role in retrieving and processing the educational contents and resources (Mahmoudi et al, 2011). Various algorithms, approaches and networks are applied for indexing purposes such as: Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) (Thorleuchter et al, 2013), Enhanced Instance Retrieval Network (Lourenço et al 2010), and terminologies (Dinh et al 2012). In all these cases, the ultimate goal is to specify accurately the resource’s content, in order to elicit words which are semantically related to this content.

Statistical models, natural language processing, multi-label classifiers, and collaborative techniques are in the meantime most commonly used for tag recommendation (Alepidou et al, 2011). It is obvious that bridging the gap between tagging and querying vocabularies can also yield improving the potential of resource organization systems (Bischoff et al, 2010). Web query analysis for different application domains using semantic and linguistic knowledge have also the ability to illustrate how far a higher number of relevant resources can be retrieved (Conesa et al, 2008). Syntax-based query reformulation (SQR) and query cluster summarization (QCS) have in the meantime the ability to enhance the performance of information retrieval (Lioma et al, 2008) in this regard. There is no doubt that structured document retrieval (SDR) leads to a better retrieval performance in terms of both precision and functionality especially for textual resources (Liu et al, 2008). Semantic roles extracted from natural language texts have also been shown to be important for improving the semantic information performance of question answering systems (Moreda et al, 2011). Moreover, corpus-based approaches, that make use of statistical models to determine the semantic role of constituents of a sentence, have also been shown to be useful for both information retrieval and question answering purposes (Moreda et al, 2007).

As a conclusion, to increase the speed and efficiency of education supportive systems as well as to have a flexible and reusable repository of e-learning materials, it would be crucial to perform annotation of the document with special metadata in a way as automatic as possible (Roy et al, 2008). Although the mentioned approaches to annotating, tagging and indexing are widely used in different search, retrieval and text processing applications, they still suffer from deficiencies in their semantic potentials. To enhance their semantic capabilities, structures such as frames with comprehensive attributes and values may help a lot. In this respect, determining informative attributes as those we have proposed, seems to be an appropriate solution and capable enough to reveal the main purposes behind phrases. In this regard, enhancing the semantic ability of the retrieval process and reusability of education supportive materials through using frames with particular attributes are our main concern in this paper.

3. The proposed approach

3.1 Basic idea

As it was mentioned before, in large-scale databases of education supportive materials, using a well-defined semantic approach plays a significant role in retrieving desired resources. In this respect, we propose a frame-based semantic retrieval approach that seems to be capable enough to facilitate such a process. Figure 1 illustrates the details of the proposed framework.

As illustrated in Figure 1, each time a query is presented; it should first be grammatically analyzed and be compared with the "titles" of the existing supporting materials within the data base. For this purpose, extracting the title of supporting material and its parsing are necessary, in order to figure out the values of corresponding "Major Characteristics" and "Basic Constituents" as the major attributes.
Figure 1: Details of the proposed framework

Figure 2 illustrates the pseudo code of our suggested approach. Here, semantic rules as well as frames can be used to realize such a process. Frames are helpful in the sense of determining grammatical roles of the existing terms in queries and titles with regard to education supportive materials in a database. Two significant attributes that are considered for this purpose are "Major Characteristics (MJ)" and "Basic Constituents (BC)". "Major Characteristics" is the attribute which explains the main objective behind using a material, while "Basic Constituents" mainly focuses on the methods, techniques or tools which are used to realize this objective (Badie et al, 2008)(Badie et al, 2004).
Having studied several titles within supporting materials, we acquired some rules, which were subsequently used to extract "Major Characteristics" and "Basic Constituents" from a "title". Certain conjunctions and prepositions can be in charge of specifying the values of these attributes. (Mahmoudi et al, 2011). It has been found out that some propositions being used in a conjunction, like "in" and "for" followed by a verb usually yield two layers for "Major Characteristics", which follow the same structure including four main parts of "Action", "Adverb/Adjective", "Direct object" and "Indirect object". "Action part" is mainly a verb, while, "Direct object" is a noun or a pronoun that becomes subject to this verb or shows the result of the related action. It is able to answer "What?"s or "Whom?"s relating to this verb. In addition to the grammatical roles, "Indirect object" is also the recipient of the "direct object" and has the ability to answer "To whom?"s or "For whom?"s and it usually follows a preposition. The last part belongs to "Adverb/ Adjective", which can modify verbs, adjectives, clauses, sentences, and other adverbs. It typically answers "How?"s, "In what way?"s, "When?"s, "Where?"s, and "To what extent"s, etc.

For BCs, most of the time, one layer at maximum seems to be sufficient. Determining BC is therefore closely related to the conjunctions which are considered for this purpose. Some of these conjunctions are "based on", "on the basis of", "on the ground of", "using", "making use of", "taking into", etc (Mahmoudi et al, 2011).

It is to be noticed that, employing a POS tagger can facilitate the process of determining grammatical role of terms in query as well as supporting materials. For example, consider the title "Considering agent mobility architecture for controlling transportation based on FIPA standards". As it was mentioned, the terms coming after "based on" would stand for BC, while those coming before "based on" stand for MJ. It is to be noted that Major Characteristics in this example includes two

Figure 2: The pseudo code of suggested approach
layers which are separated by "for". The grammatical role of each part and their components are represented in Figure 3.

**Major Characteristics (MJ)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Considering</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>agent mobility architecture</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>controlling</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>transportation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basic Constituents (BC)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st Layer</th>
<th>2nd Layer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FIPA standards</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 3: Major characteristics & basic constituents for the example of "considering agent mobility architecture for controlling transportation based on FIPA standards"*

Having reviewed large amount of titles, several semantic rules are yielded for distinguishing MJ s and BCs, For example:

- IF a "word" or "phrase" comes after "via" or "based on" THEN it is most probably a BC.
- IF the rest of the title consisting of a verb comes after "for" THEN it is most probably a MJ's 2nd layer.

The same rules can be applied both for analyzing the queries and the titles as well. After extracting MJ s and BCs in a query, based on the rules discussed above, the process of searching for the learning materials (whose "MJ"s and "BC"s are identical to those in the query) would become subject to performance. Having found the corresponding terms, the related material will then be retrieved. Otherwise closely related words or synonyms from WordNet have to be extracted for the same purpose. For the moment a WordNet with simple relational structures has enough potential to respond successfully to our study. Retrieving process will continue in this way, and in the cases where no related term was found, the process will be terminated and a failure notice will then be issued. Types of conjunction/preposition and their status with regard to the attributes, and Rules distinguishing MJ s and BCs are illustrated respectively in Table1 and Table2.

**Table1: Types of conjunction/proposition and their statuses with regard to the attributes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Attribute</th>
<th>Possible Types of Conjunctions or Propositions</th>
<th>Status with regard to the highlighted attribute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Major Characteristics</strong></td>
<td>With the purpose of</td>
<td>With the purpose of X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>With the aim of</td>
<td>With the aim of X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In order to</td>
<td>In order to X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>With the objective of</td>
<td>With the objective of X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For/ in</td>
<td>Y For/in X (sentence with Action part)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basic Constituents</strong></td>
<td>Based on</td>
<td>Y Based on X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>On the basis of</td>
<td>On the basis of X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Using/ via/ by</td>
<td>Y Using/Via/By X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>On the ground of</td>
<td>On the ground of X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Making use of</td>
<td>Making use of X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table2: Some rules distinguishing "MJ"s and "BC"s**
As is seen from Table1, where for instance we say “with the purpose of X”, “with the aim of X”, “in order to X”,... in a heading, we are in some way showing that “X” is the value of “Major Characteristics” of the entire heading. Also, when we have “Y based on X”, “on the basis of X”, “Y using/via X”, ... in a heading, we intend in some way to demonstrate that “X” is worth being propounded as the value of “Basic Constituents” in the entire heading. Let us keep in mind that the basic motive for extracting such values is to see what the main purpose of the entire heading is, and what constituents it is grounded on. Coming to Table2, when for instance we say “X for Y”, if “Y” is a noun then it is regarded as something describing “X” and thus a part of the value of “Major Characteristics”, while if the same “Y” is a phrase including action part, it would be regarded as a second layer value of “Major Characteristics”. Also, for instance if we have “X of Y” in the heading, provided that “Y” is a non-action type noun, “Y” would then be regarded as an indirect object.

4. Assessment of the proposed Approach

4.1 Experimental set-up

In order to evaluate the proposed approach, we made a data set including 134 supporting materials in the domain of Agent Science and Technology. To perform our tests, we designed some questions to help finding proper materials as the answers for these questions. Results were evaluated through comparing the responses made by our approach with the real responses obtained from experts in the domain of Agent Science & Technology.

4.2 Experimental Requirements

To apply frames to headers, we first split the header into the corresponding "Basic Constituents" and "Major Characteristics". Based on the information obtained in such a manner it is determined whether the value of "Major Characteristics" holds one layer or two layers. Here, it is essential to find out the grammatical role of the terms included in the values of "Major Characteristics" as well as those included in the value of the "Basic Constituents".

To realize the grammatical roles of the terms, we may make use of rules to decide what role a term can hold. For instance, to realize an "action-part" (in the value of "Major Characteristics"), rules can take into account the information regarding suffixes like "tion", "sion", "ment", "ing", etc. which are linguistically significant. Let say, if, for example, POS tagger is tagging a word without “tion” as a verb, and that word to be not located between two nouns, one may conclude that the term must be an "action". An example for applying such a rule is illustrated in Figure4.

To identify the "adverb" part, we make use of adverb and adjective tags already produced by Stanford POS tagger.

4.3 Analysis of the Results

To evaluate our approach, a dataset comprising of supportive materials was used. Results demonstrate the fact that our proposed approach has the potential to function well with regard to detecting the values of "MJ"s and "BC"s, included in the titles. It should be mentioned that out of the 134 titles used in our experiments, our approach has been able to function properly in 107 cases. As we shall show, the amount of precision in detecting the values of "MJ"s and "BC"s is 93%, while the same amount for recall is 79%.
"Simulation of Dialogue Management"
Simulation
Simulate \(\rightarrow\) is a verb
Not between two nouns \(\rightarrow\) is an action

"Reliable transactions in multi-agent systems"
Transaction
Transact \(\rightarrow\) is a verb
Not between two nouns \(\rightarrow\) is an action

Figure 4: Samples of a rule-based approach for identifying the action part

In addition to the above experimentation, we designed some questions that cover a large variety of possible cases. Respecting this, both "verbs" and "objects" were given as the input, and the names of "appropriate materials" were then returned as the output. Table3 illustrates the detailed information regarding each question.

As the final stage in evaluation, we made use of "F-measure" to totally assess the efficiency of our approach. "F-measure" is indeed for the purpose of measuring the very essential balance which is to exist between "recall" and "precision". To determine "F-measure" we need both "precision" and "recall" values. "Precision" is measured as the proportion of relevant retrieved documents to the number of retrieved documents, while "Recall" is measured as the proportion of relevant retrieved documents to the total number of relevant documents. In the meantime F-measure shows the harmonic mean of these two functions.

Experimental results reveal that the value of precision belonging to our approach is equal to \(\frac{31}{33}\) = 0.93. Also, the value of recall was found to be \(\frac{31}{31+8}\) =0.79, since eight materials were left out (Figure5). Taking these two values into account, the value of "F-measure" was determined in the following way.

\[
F\text{-measure} = 2 \times (Precision \times Recall) / (Precision + Recall)
\]

\[
=2 \times (0.93 \times 0.79) / (0.93 + 0.79) = 0.85
\]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query Description</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Automatic approach</th>
<th>Non-automatic Approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relation-determination</td>
<td>What is the relation between communication and agents?</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>What is the relation between protocols and agents?</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>What is the relation between web and agents?</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Causality-determination</td>
<td>What are the reasons of deception in networks of mobile sensing agents?</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Outcome-determination</td>
<td>What is the outcome of Engineering of multi-Agent?</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Historical-determination</td>
<td>What is the history of multi-agent systems?</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>How was the evolution of applications with agents?</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Definition</td>
<td>What is the definition of multi-agent systems?</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>What is the definition of an assistance agent?</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>What are the differences between soccer-playing intelligent robots with a multi-agent system and regular one?</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Solution-Determination</td>
<td>What are the multi-agent solutions in power engineering applications?</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Role</td>
<td>What is the role of ontology?</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>What is the application of multi-agent in knowledge retrieval?</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>What is the usage of conceptual maps?</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>What is the usage of learning automata?</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advantages &amp; disadvantages</td>
<td>What is the problem of multi-agent systems?</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5: Precision & recall of the proposed approach

As it is understood from the achieved F-measure, our proposed approach has been capable of avoiding irrelevant results. That is because of following a specific pattern in MJ and BC parts for each type of question. In fact, we tried to design some patterns that avoid producing irrelevant results. One should however not forget the fact that applying WordNet itself has also been helpful in this regard.

5. Concluding remarks

In the paper, we demonstrated how attributes called "Major Characteristics" and "Basic Constituents" can be used to realize the process of semantic retrieval of education supportive materials in an efficient way. These attributes were shown to be potential enough for representing the knowledge belonging to titles and sub-titles in a way reflecting paragraphs content in a reasonable way. Here, some rules based on a variety of grammatically significant propositions and conjunctions, were used to detect the values of "Basic Constituents" and "Major Constituents" in the titles and subtitles. Rules can be constituted based on the existing linguistic knowledge. It however should be noted that the higher number of propositions in a rule, a higher expectation may exist with regard to its effective role in detection. For the moment to avoid extra computation, rules have been decided to include only a few predicates. However, developing more potential rules through considering further predicates and applying complicated thesaurus to match alternative words can be regarded as major research works for future. This calls for further analysis of the existing titles as well as sub-titles in the existing materials with the purpose of discovering a wide range of conjunctions and prepositions as essential requirements, for constituting adequate rules.

As the final point, it should be noted that the suggested approach to retrieval of supportive materials can be adopted as a popular approach to retrieval due to its ability in processing texts (textual information) with no particular emphasis on using natural language processing, which can be both complicated and time-consuming in nature.
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